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CO-WORKERS

1 CORINTHIANS 03:09
We are HIS fellow workers.

We are the work of GOD

Ephesians 2:10
We are HIS workmanship.

What does these three statements indicate?

We are HIS fellow workers or co-workers... 

Who are called co-workers? A person with whom one works.  

We often call, the seat beside the driver, as co-driver seat...in flight we have a co-pilot, which 

mean the co-pilot has the same skills and the knowledge, to fly the aeroplane, as the pilot. 

So, when GOD calls us, as fellow workers/co-worker, which mean that, all that is God's work, is 

also our work and our goals are the same. We have been given, the same gift from GOD, to do 

HIS work.

We are God’s handiwork, which means that the LORD who created the beautiful earth and 

heaven, is our creator too. Since HE is the creator, the ownership of ours, lies with him. We have 

no will or right over it...if there exist any weakness, HE will work on it and will overcome it. The 

responsibility of our being perfect, lies upon HIM.

We are HIS workmanship

Workmanship, not only notifies, the work...it also indicates, the quality and the skill used, in the 

work. The quality of work gives value to the worker. Better the quality, higher the value. HE 

created everything, just by HIS words but HE formed us from the mud and breathed HIS breath 

of life into our nostril.

So, in gist, we have been moulded by the beautiful hands of LORD, to be the co-workers of HIM 

under HIS ownership. We see many such examples of workmanship in scriptures...Noah, Moses, 
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David and many were the beautiful work of GOD, who were GOD’s co-workers under HIS 

ownership. They were always at work...

Since, OUR LORD has made us as co-workers let us do things that HE wants us to do.

WE ARE OUR FATHER’S CO-WORKER.

Shalom to all!
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